Happy Birthday to You…

GRID A

GRID B

The middle one was born 130 years ago this month [Oct 2020]. Most of them are found in GRID
A, running around the perimeter – which they did often. They are followed by their collective
name. [5,5,5,5: 4,4] The missing one is hiding – as he did often – in the shaded squares in GRID
B, when read in order. Clues from both grids are listed promiscuously in alphabetical order of
solution. Put the answers where they will fit. To assist, words of 4 and 10 letters are only found
in GRID A; words of 3,5,9,11 and 14 letters are only found in GRID B.
Clues
1. Somehow reattached, say, a Thematic
work (1,3,2,3,5)
2. Chocolate bar elite's unwrapped - what a
shower! (8)
3. Drink is found in the corridor (5)
4. Thematic work: 'I'm anal'? (6,8)
5. Neophyte's article found in garret – it
makes a lot of waves (8)
6. Dawn, or maybe lion, is heard (6)
7. Pass this to find your briefs! (3,4)
8. Prohibits penis where some flies may be
seen? (3,5)
9. Simple language (5)
10. Result of modelling in the cold – it needs
to cover up with feathers (4,3)
11. Clandestinely enter queen stuck in
instrument (6)
12. A pud best cooked in the capital (8)
13. One ruminating about graduates that
lowers the tone (7)
14. Do suck up to restore Thematic work
(4,4)
15. Lingering in the house (8)
16. One who has to redo it? (6)
17. Relies on building a castle (8)
18. Sculptor created vinyl beer glass (7)
19. Rose Lee? (6)
20. Dish with sexy belly! (6)
21. A lot of money in Spooner's policeman’s
chimney in Scotland (5,3)
22. Two types of water are normal (10)
23. Stray with mission (6)
24. A "thing" for fish-eating visitor (6)
25. Michaelmas affidavit perhaps? (5,4)
26. OTT Ma'am with grandeur - not a
bemused foil to Theme (8,6)
27. Crazy catamites might, before swallowing
(9)
28. C-centre? Other way round, note! (6,1)

29. Buy kiss - no semen exchange in
Thematic work (6,8)
30. What you have when essentially
penniless (3)
31. Annoys Ray’s agent in the Isle of Wight?
(7)
32. Agreed to seduce child reversing round
corners (5)
33. Player to back out of French wood (6)
34. Secretary for Sonja Henie between takes?
(6,4)
35. Foreplay could get heavy (7)
36. Together they sound like the worst PMs
(4)
37. Vada the cackle! (6)
38. Sound of shit on the toilet – it’s the fibre!
(4)
39. Managed to behead old lady (3)
40. Start again as French entering second
half of conference (10)
41. Asset about spring (8)
42. Music? I sold out for certain (4,5)
43. Thematic work for visiting rent boy? (4,7)
44. Pi squared first, then litany needs
rewriting (7)
45. Chamber version of King Lear needs
Midlands location (10)
46. Vet getting ready to show film? (6,3)
47. Crap instrument for waste disposal? (4-4)
48. Con with light fish (5-3)
49. So going round to unemotional type (5)
50. Erotic formation of foot soldiers (6)
51. Thematic work set in Harrod's (3,3,5)
52. Three in riot clobber (4)
53. Sibling with support from small plane (44)
54. Picture of unknown fish (1-3)
55. Solvers who sound the cry (3-3)
56. Dead lively! (6)

